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Opinion

Regular Blood Donations can Help to Boost Immunity Against SARS-CoV-2 Virus?
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pandemic, which has claimed millions of lives in the last couple

of years, while scientists are still looking for answers how to stop

the virus spreading, what methods to use to finally feel safe [1]. As

the pace and requirements of vaccination accelerate, there is a segregation and resistance among people. It is clear that the current

situation, the ineffectiveness of vaccination and the kaleidoscope
of different opinions are unsatisfactory. While scientific studies are

underway, various solutions are being done, recommendations are
being made to manage and eventually stop this pandemic, we can

already make some insights and offer rational solutions and issues
using our own capabilities by blood donations perspective.

The scientists investigating the spreading of the virus, already

found interesting dependencies among different samples of popu-

lation and their response to the infection. Usually, blood donors’

samples are very often use to investigate the research hypothesis
and outcomes due to very well-organized questioning process and

all subsequent standardized procedures. The SARS-CoV-2 virus
pandemic investigation isn’t an exemption.

Pandey and colleagues investigated 1191 Indian blood donors’

population for SARS-CoV-2 antibodies with overall low 9.5% seropositivity, while another statistically significant difference was
observed (p = 0.003) in seropositivity between voluntary and replacement blood donors’ groups [2].

Another study recently published by dr. Raouf and colleagues

from Dubai Blood Donation center suggests that the higher serop-

revalence of SARS-CoV-2 antibody was seen more in first time donors while the regular blood donors are safer with statistical effect
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of p < 0.001 and more of them refer to be asymptomatic cases [3].

The study from Milan, Italy, was conducted in 2020 [4]. Authors

investigated the seroprevalence trends in a random healthy blood
donors’ sample during the first pandemic outbreak. Their conclu-

sions stated the SARS-CoV-2 infection circulating times and antibodies IgM/IgG reactivity with 2.4-9.0% prevalence within blood

donors obtained with tests by lateral membrane immunoassay

against the Nucleocapsid protein. The other valuable correlations,
for instance, they detected hypertriglyceridemia has been asso-

ciated with inflammation in patients with COVID-19 and severe
infection is found to be associated with a decrease in circulating

lymphocytes and eosinophils. Discussing the results, authors also
claimed the blood donors are healthier than the general population
[4].

Various effects on immunity system and stem cell mobilization

or stimulation due to blood loose, various bleeding is known by
science and are used to develop further treatment and diagnostic
methods obtaining more information from pathogenetic mechanisms [5-7]. The known path how the elements of immunological

memory are induced to protect the host organism against infection

by the influenza virus [8] or various different infectious diseases
and autoimmunity discrepancies [9,10]. Widely discussing protec-

tion possibilities evidence against Covid-19 with boosting of immunity capability by vitamin D, Vitamin C and Selenium supplements
[11].

Definitely, the search of evidence helps further understanding

how the SARS-CoV-2 infection works on human immunity. We still

have more questions than answers. Multisite investigations how
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blood donors are affected with SARS-CoV-2 and what conclusions
could be made are very welcome. Now we have the data already

published that shows predisposition factors role of ABO blood
group and SARS-CoV-2 infectivity with protective effect of O blood

group and opposite-with group A [12]. These findings may contribute suggestions of different ABO blood type may have effect on different immunity response pathways.

The proven hypothesis standing for regular blood donations as

immunity booster and antiviral protector could initiate subsequent
research studies with global scientific impact.
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